Emotional context restores cortical prediction error responses in schizophrenia.
The mismatch negativity (MMN) deficit in schizophrenia is a consistently replicated finding and is considered a potential biomarker. From the cognitive neuroscience perspective, MMN represents a cortical correlate of the prediction error, a fundamental computational operator that may be at the core of various cognitive and clinical deficits observed in schizophrenia. The impact of emotion on cognitive processes in schizophrenia is insufficiently understood, and its impact on basic operators of cortical computation is largely unknown. In the visual domain, the facial expression mismatch negativity (EMMN) offers an opportunity to investigate basic computational operators in purely cognitive and in emotional contexts. In this study, we asked whether emotional context enhances cortical prediction error responses in patients with schizophrenia, as is the case in normal subjects. Therefore, seventeen patients with schizophrenia and eighteen controls completed a visual sequence oddball task, which allows for directly comparing MMN components evoked by deviants with high, intermediate and low emotional engagement. Interestingly, patients with schizophrenia showed pronounced deficits in response to neutral stimuli, but almost normal responses to emotional stimuli. The dissociation between impaired MMN and normal EMMN suggests that emotional context not only enhances, but restores cortical prediction error responses in patients with schizophrenia to near-normal levels. Our results show that emotional processing in schizophrenia is not necessarily defect; more likely, emotional processing heterogeneously impacts on cognition in schizophrenia. In fact, this study suggests that emotional context may even compensate for cognitive deficits in schizophrenia that are, in a different sensory domain, discussed as biomarkers.